Theme

• Why are biodiversity conservation and global security becoming integrated, and in what ways?
• What kinds of conservation does this produce on the ground, what are the challenges, what are the pitfalls, what are the potential benefits?
3 areas

- Militarisation and intelligence-led
- New technologies
- International policy frameworks
Militarisation and/or intelligence-led

• Do you think a militarised response is needed, or effective, under certain circumstances?
• Do you have experience of intelligence-led approaches?
• How have militarised or intelligence-led approaches been regarded by local communities?
New technologies

• What technologies have you seen used to counter the illegal wildlife trade as part of your work?
• Why were these specific technologies selected and how were they implemented?
• Can you point to examples of best practice or of failure in the use of technologies in strategies to counter IWT?
International frameworks

• What role should intergovernmental/supranational organisations (e.g. UN, EU) play in tackling IWT?
• How do we improve the effectiveness of existing regulations and agreements?
• Do you think that treating wildlife trafficking as a "Serious Crime" rather than a security issue, is an effective way to tackle the problem?